PHILOSOPHICAL TRADITION (PT)

PHIL  0010  Introduction to Ethics
PHIL  0026  Eastern Thought
PHIL  0080  Problems of Philosophy
PHIL  0200  History of Ancient Philosophy
PHIL  0210  History of Modern Philosophy
PHIL  0220  Introduction to Existentialism
PHIL  0300  Introduction to Ethics
PHIL  0310  Ethics, Science & Technology
PHIL  0320  Social Philosophy
PHIL  0365  Moral Philosophy and the Law
PHIL  0470  Philosophy of Religion
PHIL  0500  Introduction to Logic
PHIL  0600  Philosophy of Friendship, Love, and Sex
PHIL  0790  Philosophy of Art
PHIL  1120  Phil of Film & Film Theory
PHIL  1245  American Philosophy
PHIL  1340  Feminist Philosophy
PHIL  1380  Business Ethics
PHIL  1460  Theory of Knowledge
PHIL  1640  Philosophy of Psychology
PHIL  1890  Issues in Philosophy
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